
The principle of chromatography can be a bit tricky - lsrnsrnssr that the more time a compound spends in

the mobile phase, the furtheiit moves up the chromatogram, and the further it moves, the bigger its \value'

A student is investigating a mixture of organic compounds. They find that the mixture can be

separated using paper chlomatography, and set up their apparatus as shown below to compare the

mixture against two pure compounds, A and B. The diagram is not drawn to scale'

Watch glass

Solvent front

Chromatography PaPer

Baseline

Solvent

a) The student used a pencil to draw their baseline. Explain why they used a pencil and not a pen'

t2l

Wtrictr statements about the experiment shown above are incorrect? Select two answers.

tr The baseline is correctly placed above the level of the solvent.

tr The chromatography paper should be_ touching the sides of the beaker.

tr The \value for comPoundA is 0.68.

tr CompoundA and compound B are both soluble in the solvent'

tr The experiment shows that the mixture must contain both compound A and compound B.

b)

t2l
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2 Astudent performed u pup.t chromatography experiment to investigate the composition of a sample

of food colouring, Sample P. He compare{Sample P against four dyes, A, B, C and D.
Sample P formed four spots on the chromatogram, which the student labelled l-4.
The diagram below shows his chromatogram.

a) The student concludes that Sample P is a mixture of exactly four pure substances.
Explain why this conclusion is flawed.

tll
Using the chromatogram, suggest which of dyes A-D could be present in Sample P.

How could the student use another chromatography experiment with the same dyes to investigate
this firrther?
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t2l
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c) Fill in the table below with the \ values of tho four components of Sample P.

Comionent 1 '2. 3. 4.

\value

Another student carried out a second paper chromatography experiment under the same conditions.

She tested several pure compounds and calculated their \values. Her results are shown below.

t3l

Compound R.

a 0.52

R 0.64

S 0.52

Compound R,

T 0.58

U 0.76

v 0.35

d) Usrng the second student's results and your answer to part c), give three conclusions that you can

make about the cornponents of Sample P.

Some mistakes that might be made during apaper chromatography experiment are givenbelow.

Explain how each mistake could introduce errors.

a) Knocking the beaker during the experiment.

) Calculating the \ values by measuring from the baseline to the nearest point of,the spot.

tll
c) Leaving the experiment until after the siolvent front reaches the top of the chromatography paper.

t1l

t3l

t1l

b
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4 The diagrams below show the chromatograms obtained for a pure, unknown dye in three
solvents. All three diagrams are drawn to scqle.

Water Methanol Ethanol

a) For each solvent, a lid was put over the beaker containing the chromatography paper and solvent
during the experiment. Explain why the lid might not be necessary for all three solvents.

II
I

t2l
b) Use the diagram to work out the \value for the dye in methanol. Show your working.

c) The table shows the \ values for a second unknown dye in the same solvents.

Solvent Water Methanol Ethanol

Rf 0.30 0.70 0.55

Explain how you can tell from the chromatograms above and the datainthe table that
. the two unknown dyes are different to each other, without calculating any more \values.

LJI

tl1

Fotensics work costs a lot - you've got to pay per chrornatogtatn,,.
lf you're comparing substances using paper chromaLography, be careful to keep lhe conditions as

similar as possible for each substance. The best way to do this is to put them all on the same piece of
chromalography paper - bul make sure lhey'rewell spaced out so they don'tinlerlere with each other.
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